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This ground-breaking book is the first-ever study of the role played in musical history by song
collectors. It examines their often extraordinary lives, how they set about their task, and the
music they collected. In detailing thepressures which have driven them to travel and explore, it
reflects movements in cultural and political history. This book is a musicological and biographical
study by a man who has worked as a song collector himself; his aim isto address a general
readership, as well as an academic one. In some respects this is the sequel to his previous book
The Other Classical Musics, which Boydell published to critical acclaim in 2015. In this new
book, Michael Church begins with an overview of song collecting's development, from pencil-
and-paper in the seventeenth century through to the age of recording. He devotes major
chapters to Komitas, Cecil Sharp, Percy Grainger, and Bela Bartok, and to John and Alan Lomax
who collected songs in Mississippi penitentiaries; he examines the history of field-recording in
Russia, Central Asia, and China. One of his most colourful chapters looks at throat-singing in
Tuva;another follows the trail of gamelan in Bali, while yet another investigates song collecting
among the Pygmy communities of Central Africa.BR> The development of recording
technologies is chronicled here, as is the dawn ofethnomusicology. Church follows the growth of
the great sound archives - the Berlin Phonogramm Archiv and its counterparts in Vienna,
London, and Washington; he looks at the role of the record industry - big in the mid-
twentiethcentury, but now waning to almost nothing - in 'capturing' indigenous musics.Church
casts a critical eye over the so-called "world music" boom, and over well-meaning musical-
conservation schemes, but he concludes witha stark warning. He shows how globalisation,
urbanisation, and Westernisation are leading to an irreversible erosion of the world's musical
diversity: in this respect the book aligns itself with the Extinction Rebellion movement.Church
suggests that we may be seeing 'the end of history' for folk music, with old forms dying as the
conditions for their survival or replacement disappear; the death of villages means the death of
village musical culture. Disappearing folk-music traditions mirror what is happening with spoken
languages, as their multifarious richness dwindles to a few privileged and pervasive tongues.



Musics Lost and Found‘Folk song is the heart’s home town’ – Japanese proverb‘My mother
would never spin in silence. She would always sing as she spun’ – a villager in
Podserednieje‘First a musician must tune himself. Then he must tune his instrument. Only then
can he tune the listener’ – Turgun Alimatov‘Tuvan music is like loose snow, and overtones are
like a spray of snow’ – Valentina Süzükei on the importance of timbre‘The day has rested and the
night is ready for work. Two seas have served each other – the bright blue of the sky and the
vigilant black of the earth. The moon has risen above the stars to plough the rows of clouds.
Above is life that moves the mind and heart, below is a world of effort. The peasant awakes, the
plough takes heart and encourages him, tearing the field, piling up waves of soil to right and left.
The whole team is breathing heavily, the oxen are murmuring, the men are shouting, the breeze
is whistling, the flowers are whispering, the brook is plashing. Meanwhile the plough-wheel
creaks and whimpers … The dark and light of the peasant’s life, his labour and his hopes, give
birth to our beautiful song’ – Komitas on a nocturnal ploughing song in Armenia© Michael
Church 2021All Rights Reserved. Except as permitted under current legislation no part of this
work may be photocopied, stored in a retrieval system, published, performed in public, adapted,
broadcast, transmitted, recorded or reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior
permission of the copyright ownerThe right of Michael Church to be identified as the author of
this work has been asserted in accordance with sections 77 and 78 of the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1988First published 2021The Boydell Press, WoodbridgeThe Boydell Press is
an imprint of Boydell & Brewer LtdPO Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 3DF, UKand of Boydell &
Brewer Inc.668 Mt Hope Avenue, Rochester, NY 14620–2731, USAwebsite:A CIP catalogue
record for this book is available from the British LibraryThe publisher has no responsibility for the
continued existence or accuracy of URLs for external or third-party internet websites referred to
in this book, and does not guarantee that any content on such websites is, or will remain,
accurate or appropriateFront cover: Calabrian tuna fishermen singing as they turn the capstan,
photographed by Alan Lomax in 1954. Photograph: Alan Lomax. From the Alan Lomax
Collection at the American Folklife Center, Library of Congress. Courtesy of the Association for
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schooled me in Japanese culture.Michael Church, London 20211 Ulzhan Baibussynova (born
1973), a Kazakh bard celebrated for her ‘black’ vocal timbre.IntroductionIT HAD TAKEN months
of planning to corral five charismatic bards for a Christmas recording session in the snow-bound
Kazakh city of Almaty, but things went well. Some tracks they wanted to re-record, others I
wanted redone, but finally we were all satisfied, and toasted our communal triumph. Then the
singers dispersed to their villages, to start their traditional New Year week of non-stop inebriated
revelry.I went for a walk in the snow, to mull things over. Back in my hotel room, I settled to listen
again to the products of our labour, and turned on my machine …Nothing! The digital tape,
which two hours earlier had been full, was blank. I called my producer in London, who said I
must have walked through a magnetic field, maybe under a power cable, which had wiped the
tape. These were pre-mobile days, and by now the singers were God knows where. Lost beyond
recall, as was their wonderful Kazakh music.Throat-slitting moments like this will be familiar to all
collectors of songs in the wild: such mishaps come with the territory, but it’s a territory which acts
on its denizens like a drug, even on part-time bit-players like me. But there’s no uniformity in the
compulsions which have driven the collectors in this book, in which ‘song’ can denote a style as
well as a melody. The reasons for their chosen path reflect everything from simple patriotism to
convoluted personal psychology, and quite often pure chance.When the French Jesuit priest
Joseph Amiot set sail for Beijing in 1751, he surely had little idea as to what he might do there,
beyond learning enough Chinese to save some souls for Christ: the massive tome he compiled
on Chinese classical music over the next forty years, which scholars still consult today, was an
unplanned by-product. When the teenaged Moldavian prince Dimitrie Cantemir was imprisoned
in Constantinople as a political hostage in 1689, no one could have predicted that he would put
down roots, fall in love with the arcane intricacies of Ottoman music, and become its chief
exponent and chronicler.Colonial curiosity, sometimes tinged with guilt, drove song collectors
visiting the beleaguered Native Indian communities of nineteenth-century America, but most
found their music bewildering. It took the experience of Alice C. Fletcher – falling ill while doing
fieldwork, and being nursed (and sung) back to health by the Omaha Indians whose culture she
had been studying – to reveal the musical insights available to a researcher with
empathy.Meanwhile it was a casual challenge, light-heartedly issued over dinner, which
prompted the Reverend Sabine Baring-Gould – lyricist of ‘Onward, Christian soldiers’ – to devote
much of his life to song collecting in Britain’s West Country. Cecil Sharp’s accidental discovery of
his vocation resulted from looking out of a window one Boxing Day, and seeing a group of Morris



men singing and dancing in the snow.Patriotism has been the spur behind much song collecting.
Domna Samiou grew up in a shanty town for Greek refugees from Turkey, and Greek folk music
became her crusading passion, leading her to found, and fill, its national archive in Athens.
Komitas Vartabed healed the wounds of his orphaned childhood in an oppressed Armenian-
Christian community by collecting and championing the folk songs he’d heard in infancy. Mily
Balakirev, who collected what became known as the ‘Song of the Volga Boatmen’ in Nizhny
Novgorod, was one of several patriotic Russian composers who enriched their works with
melodies gleaned from the people. Angry Hungarian patriotism was Béla Bartók’s primary
motive for his folk-song research, before he settled into the scientific and didactic mode of his
maturity.Some collecting has been a response to horrifying circumstances. The most heroic
collector of Nazi death-camp songs was the Polish singer-songwriter Aleksander Kulisiewicz,
who survived three years in Sachsenhausen and devoted the rest of his life to performing the
songs he had memorised from Jewish fellow-prisoners. There was a clandestine Jewish choir in
Sachsenhausen whose members told him that, if he survived, he should preserve their memory
by singing their songs to the rest of the world. That became his mission; his 3,000-page
typescript of death-camp songs – many collected from survivors of other camps whom he
sought out after the war – is now lodged in the Washington Holocaust Memorial Museum.But
collecting can also take unexpected forms. Working with rough sleepers under the arches of
London’s Waterloo station in 1971, the British composer Gavin Bryars chanced to hear, and
record, an old man singing an improvised religious song whose first line was ‘Jesus’ blood never
failed me yet’. Back home, Bryars worked it into a loop and gave it a simple orchestral
accompaniment, and then turned it into an LP. The man died before he could hear what Bryars
had done with his singing, but the piece remains eloquent testimony both to his spirit, and to
what can be made out of an unpretentious little piece of field recording.* * *This book may not be
a formal history of song collecting, but with its chronological structure it is in effect an informal
one. Kulisiewicz might well have merited a chapter, as might many other collectors. For the field
is vast – every student of ethnomusicology dreams of discovering lost musics – and this
selection is necessarily arbitrary. Some figures were obvious candidates – Sharp, Bartók, the
Lomaxes – but others are people of whom readers may not have heard: they are here because
of the extraordinary stories they embody, and the musical worlds they have brought to light.
Readers should not feel guilty if they skip the theoretical musicology in Chapters 2, 4, 5, and 17;
other chapters are an easier read.Some of the collectors in this book predate the birth of what
became known as ethnomusicology; others have resisted that academic label as limiting and
over-prescriptive. Ethnomusicological orthodoxies come and go, and the latter half of the
twentieth century saw the high priests of the discipline overreach themselves in claiming that a
one-size-fits-all set of principles could be applied to all music everywhere; Alan Lomax’s
messianic belief in the universal applicability of his home-made system of song-classification
was a case in point. And there is some truth in the taunt that sociologically oriented ‘ethnos’ are
often interested in everything but music.Other members of that ilk, however, are the song



collectors of today, combining scientific rigour with a deep love for the music they pursue: one
thinks of Bruno Nettl and Native Americans, Simha Arom and the Pygmies, John Baily and
Veronica Doubleday in Afghanistan, Steve Jones in Chinese villages. These people are not
deterred by the fact that they are working against the clock, as Richard Widdess’s thirty-year
study of the bhakti tradition of devotional Hinduism poignantly demonstrates.In dapha rituals in
the Newar city of Bhaktapur in the Kathmandu valley, antiphonal chants are supported by drums,
cymbals, and trumpets; performances are interwoven with the city’s sacred geography. This may
be a small corner in the grand scheme of things, but as Widdess unpicks its intricacies it
becomes fascinating. He hopes to help preserve this communal art form by putting a spotlight
on it, but admits it may soon disappear. ‘If that happens,’ he says, ‘I hope to have done a small
service to Newar culture, by recording for posterity an important part of its musical history.’
Recording for posterity is the key.All the collectors in this book have been romantics with a
scientific, taxonomic bent. All have acted as a bridge between cultures. All have treasured rare
melodies and styles, as naturalists treasure endangered flora and fauna. All have championed
folk music.* * *But what is folk music? Louis Armstrong’s apocryphal assertion that all music is
folk music, because ‘I ain’t never heard no horse sing it’, won’t quite do. When the eighteenth-
century Prussian philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder coined the term Volkslied, everyone
knew what he meant. Traditional songs everyone knew and could sing, songs which expressed
the soul of a people; village music, a peasant art. Its social essence was captured by Leon
Trotsky in his manifesto Literature and Revolution. ‘You may count up the alliterations in popular
proverbs, classify metaphors, count up the number of vowels and consonants in a wedding
song,’ he wrote in 1924.But if you don’t know the peasant system of sowing, and the life that is
based on it; if you don’t know the part the scythe plays, and if you have not mastered the
meaning of the church calendar to the peasant, of the time when the peasant marries, or when
the peasant women give birth, you will have only understood the outer shell of folk art, but the
kernel will not have been reached.In 1954 the International Folk Music Council published a
definition which is still serviceable: ‘Folk music is the product of a musical tradition that has
evolved through the process of oral transmission.’ The term could apply, it said, to music by
individual composers, provided it had been ‘absorbed into the unwritten living tradition of a
community’. It would not cover composed popular music which had been taken over ready-
made by a community, and preserved unchanged, ‘for it is the re-fashioning and recreation of
the music by the community that gives it its folk character’. One point the IFMC might have
made, but didn’t, is that folk music can be a highly sophisticated art.Should we classify as folk
music ‘Silent night’, composed by an Austrian pastor, translated into 230 languages, and
charming when sung in Arabic with accompaniment on the oud? What about ‘Danny Boy’,
written by an Englishman, set to an ancient tune collected from an Irish street fiddler, and now
the unofficial anthem of all Irish Americans? Consider the trajectory of ‘You’ll never walk alone’,
born as a Broadway show tune in 1945 and now adopted by football clubs in every clime. What
about ‘Waltzing Matilda’, first published as sheet music in 1903, now Australia’s most loved bush



ballad? And what about the gospel song which became the quintessential protest anthem, ‘We
shall overcome’? Surely yes to all these, and an emphatic yes to ‘Amazing grace’, originally
written (without a tune) for use in the Anglican church, but now sung everywhere to a tune by the
American composer William Walker. The words of ‘Ilkla Moor baht’ at’ are thought to have been
composed by a Yorkshire chapel choir on an outing, but the tune was taken from a Methodist
hymn, so classifying that song presents more of a conundrum. What about ‘My way’, ‘Every time
we say goodbye’, ‘Somewhere over the rainbow’, Paul McCartney’s ‘Yesterday’, Bob Dylan’s
‘The times they are a-changin’’, and all the material Dylan has mined from the American
Songbook? Shouldn’t pop classics which have entered the global bloodstream deserve to
qualify at least as honorary folk music?But the term is now laden with extraneous connotations.
This is partly thanks to the fact that in the 1970s the record industry found the adjective ‘folk’ was
a useful label to pin on up-and-coming young singer-songwriters. But it’s also thanks to an
intellectual shift in academe. The old idea of an immutable musical corpus is giving way to the
idea of an endlessly mutable art; the primacy of collecting is being replaced among scholars by
the primacy of interpretation. And new forms of folk music are emerging all the time – on the
internet, in clubs forging new musical identities, and in cities where populations are in flux.
Writing in The Cambridge History of World Music, Timothy Cooley defines today’s task for
researchers as being no longer to discover and document songs ‘as a botanist might look for
new species of plant life’, but to interpret what they hear as ‘inventive … expressions of human
creativity’. Cooley’s research principle can be retrospectively applied, but since most of the
collectors in this book predate his ideas, I am using ‘folk music’ in the old-fashioned, quasi-
botanical sense. And also in the European sense, because in some societies the distinction
between folk music and art music is not made. In much of Africa and Asia – and also in Georgia
– people simply talk of ‘traditional’ music. In this book I treat the adjectives ‘folk’ and ‘traditional’
as being more or less synonymous.* * *If the collectors whose lives are chronicled here have
been people in a hurry, it’s for fear that their chosen music might evaporate before they managed
to fully document it. That fear is the leitmotif of this book, and, seen in the context of traditional
genres, it’s well-founded. The music of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms is a vibrantly living
tradition, reinvented by successive generations, sustained by armies of amateurs, and
consumed in concert halls, coffee bars, and through headphones. Cutting-edge musical
experiment is everywhere in rude health; jazz, despite the fact that its greatest exponents are
dead, thrives in pubs and clubs; gospel and the blues sing on; rock and pop constitute a self-
contained and self-perpetuating universe. But traditional music, and folk song in particular, is
being eroded across large swathes of the globe, most markedly in Europe and the USA.This
book will indicate the scale of this global deficit, which has been triggered by Westernisation,
urbanisation, and industrialisation. To that unholy trinity should be added the decline of religion
in some places, and the loss of a shared ideology in others; religion and a shared value system
have always been the glue that holds traditional music together.Most of the work songs which
Alan Lomax collected in Spain and Italy in the 1950s are sung no more. The same applies to the



work songs which Komitas found in rural Armenia, and which Cecil Sharp and Percy Grainger
collected in England a century ago. These songs are gone, because the reasons for their
existence – the trades they accompanied – are gone. And after the death of the village comes
the death of the songs marking its calendrical and life-cycle events; there comes, in short, the
death of local music. This rule holds for all villages, everywhere.Colin McPhee, who rescued
certain Balinese forms from the brink of extinction, said his aim had simply been to ‘prolong the
past’. Alice Fletcher, whose work celebrated the music of the Omaha Indians, said that since the
Omaha had ‘ceased to exist as a tribe’ her business had perforce become the archaeology,
rather than the anatomy, of music.War, persecution, and the coronavirus are currently taking an
ever greater toll as they shatter communities beyond repair. Many countries spring to mind, but
at present particular focus might be on Syria, Libya, and Yemen, which for eight centuries were
home to that refined art form, muwwashshah song.* * *But we shouldn’t oversimplify: the
prospect is not one of unrelieved gloom. In any village where communal life goes on more or
less as it has for centuries, traditional music will be found. This holds for much of Africa, India,
China, and Indonesia. Some countries have thriving choral traditions, notably in the Balkans and
Northern Europe; most Europeans sing carols at Christmas, celebrating the chaste simplicity of
‘In dulce jubilo’, ‘Lullay my lyking’, and the Coventry Carol, thus maintaining a tradition unbroken
since the fifteenth century. In Georgia, complex three-part songs are routinely sung both in
church and round the dinner table; pretty well every Georgian over fifty can negotiate their
angular harmonic shifts, no matter how much alcohol they’ve drunk, because this music is hard-
wired into them.Folk music has its own momentum, and nourishes itself in an infinity of ways.
Buskers are an increasingly significant presence in the musical life of cities. New work inspires
new songs: baggage-handlers for Ebook Tops in Genoa, whose forefathers sang as they
humped fish, have devised new songs to speed their parcels. Ad hoc village ensembles pop up
everywhere: somebody has an accordion, someone else a sax, someone wants to sing, and
they’re off. Migrants carry their music in their baggage; viz. Jewish musicians and the global
spread of klezmer. Uzbek shashmaqom transplanted itself to Queens, New York, when Uzbek
communities migrated there in the 1990s; there’s a well-embedded Québecois population in
New England, thanks to the French-Canadians who settled there in the nineteenth century, but
their spirited chanson tradition is now distinctively American, rather than being a clone of the
tradition those settlers left behind. Think of the exuberant migrations of tango which Astor
Piazzolla set in motion after rescuing the form from its traditional restraints. And songs
themselves can migrate: ‘Auld Lang Syne’ is now as much a part of Chinese social life as it is of
Britain’s.2 Cover photo for the inaugural album from Buena Vista Social Club, which in 1998 sold
a million copies and won a Grammy.Commerce may accidentally prolong the life of folk music:
think of your local ice-cream van’s ‘Simple Simon’ (aka ‘Yankee Doodle’) chimes. Record
companies can do the same, bringing unknown ensembles to the world’s attention like
Orchestra Baobab, Taraf de Haidouks, and Buena Vista Social Club. Musicians may popularise
forgotten instruments, as did Kathryn Tickell with the Northumbrian pipes, Wu Man with the pipa



lute, and Kodo with taiko drums. Pop stars may put old songs into orbit the way Paul Simon did –
taking his cue from a galaxy of British folk singers – with the eighteenth-century English ballad
‘Scarborough Fair’. And even nursery-song CDs can play their part. That’s why you may hear
mothers regaling their toddlers with ‘Row, row, row your boat’ and ‘What shall we do with the
drunken sailor’ in swimming-pool changing rooms, and their children replying with ‘Twinkle
twinkle little star’.It’s often argued that cross-cultural fusions are now the folk music of the future,
and, given the speed with which musics can transplant themselves round the globe, there has to
be some truth in that. The best fusions may come like a will o’ the wisp, viz. the Don Kipper
ensemble melding the heterogeneous sounds from the clubs and bars of their particular corner
of north London: klezmer, samba, Senegalese mbalax, and assorted Balkan styles. But those
fusions which are arbitrarily willed by producers, rather than being the spontaneous result of
social shifts, have little life beyond the moment of their creation.Meanwhile ambitious institutional
strategies have been devised to shore up traditional music. UNESCO’s list of ‘intangible cultural
heritage’ musics is a crusading survey of the styles under threat of extinction. The aim is
admirable, but the effects are of questionable value. Some countries use the list to bolster their
claims to disputed ethnic territory; think of China, with its appropriation of Tibet and Uyghur
Xinjiang. And although a UNESCO accolade confers prestige, it brings no financial support, so it
doesn’t alleviate the lot of struggling musicians. It is at least to UNESCO’s credit that it has
moved beyond the museum-culture approach: leading practitioners are now encouraged to pass
on their skills and experiment with new forms. This policy also underpins a visionary system set
up by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture, whereby, in a network of schools across Central Asia,
instrumental and vocal masters teach children traditional styles.And as the AKTC has
demonstrated with a series of Central Asian discs, recording is a major weapon in the
conservationists’ armoury. ‘Cylinder projects’, in which old recordings are transferred to new
technology, are another means by which the folk music of the past is being repatriated to the
people whose heritage it is. Groups like the Moscow-based Pokrovsky Ensemble are
systematically reviving endangered Russian forms; the British singer-arranger Belinda Sykes
and her Joglaresa ensemble have recreated, through historically informed guesswork,
Andalusian musics lost centuries ago. Such initiatives, however, only scratch the surface of the
problem. Overwhelming anecdotal evidence suggests that much of the world’s local traditional
music is now under threat of extinction.* * *To speculate on the future of a tradition, we need to
look at its past. We need to see how it has emerged, how it has thrived, and what might make it
wither. To grow and develop it will need both social stability and time, maybe centuries; it will
need a communal sense of purpose, a shared religion or ideology, and, most important,
participation by everyone. Take away any one of these elements, and the music may go into a
decline.The story of English folk music is a case in point. Its documented history starts in the
early sixteenth century with the carols collected by a grocer’s apprentice named Richard Hill,
and with the ballads, each roughly printed on one side of a sheet of paper, known as
‘broadsides’. Passed from hand to hand and pinned on alehouse walls, these pop songs of the



day fed an insatiable public demand for songs in both cities and the countryside. In the
eighteenth century, pleasure gardens were a prime focus for song, and in the nineteenth century
its spread was boosted through music halls and pub concert-rooms and private parlours. Cecil
Sharp may have been dewy-eyed in his description of the typical English village in the
nineteenth century as ‘a nest of singing birds’, but there was a song for everything, and
everybody sang; communal singing in a rural Northamptonshire pub is most evocatively
described in Flora Thompson’s Lark Rise to Candleford. In the early twentieth century people
still routinely sang at work, in the pub, on coach trips, and at weddings. Soldiers, sailors, and
miners were the repository of a vast treasury of songs, as were Gypsies and travellers; now,
rendered passive by records and the radio – by the substitution of recorded and broadcast
sound for live music – they have fallen silent. British folk music may still be heard in pubs and
clubs, but it’s increasingly concert fare performed by professionals: museum-culture, for which
the concert hall is the end of the road. Moreover, software is now displacing those professionals
themselves. Who needs many pairs of clever hands, when the same effect can be achieved with
two clicks of a mouse? This story has been replicated across the whole of Europe and much of
the USA.All music needs its eco-system in order to survive, and its loss is comparable to that of
a biological species, or of a spoken language. As the expression of a particular society, of a
particular way of thinking and feeling, a music is a living organism which, if it withers, may not be
capable of resuscitation.Does this matter, in an age when we can call down every conceivable
form of music from the sound cloud? As Ben Ratliff has shown in his book Every Song Ever, the
creative control which listeners can now exert over their material offers limitless possibilities: no
other generation has enjoyed such an embarras de richesse.But the loss we are concerned with
in this book most certainly does matter, and not just because all forms of music, and classical
music in particular, have vernacular roots and periodically draw sustenance from them. It matters
because we may be approaching what could be described as local traditional music’s ‘end of
history’. Worn-out and irrelevant forms may not be replaced by new ones, because the
conditions required for that process – community and kinship networks and the aforesaid shared
religion or ideology – no longer obtain, and may never obtain again. Since time immemorial,
communities have produced their own music: is humanity now losing that capability? If it is, no
loss may be immediately apparent. But there may be a gradual realisation that a barely sensed
but mysteriously significant musical underpinning has gone, leaving an ache like that from a
phantom limb. There’s a human parallel to the plight of the Australian song-bird whose species is
now so numerically depleted that it has forgotten its own song.This is the pessimistic view: the
loss of what has been described by the globe-trotting sound recordist Ian Brennan as ‘the
original worldwide web’. We must hope that traditional music’s capacity to adapt, absorb, and
recreate itself will go on surprising us. But will it?CodaThe completion of this book coincided
exactly with the emergence of Covid-19, and the ink had scarcely dried on what I had thought
was the final sentence of the Introduction when music furnished its own answer to that
question.While wreaking horrifying destruction in countries with rudimentary or non-existent



healthcare systems, the global convulsion also exposed the fragility of society in every
developed country, and served as a reminder that we are all brothers and sisters under the skin.
While panicky governments dithered, armies of volunteers rushed to fill the void in everything
from health provision to social welfare; vast reserves of unsuspected altruism reflected a rebirth
of the idea of community, as millions became caring neighbours. And poets too: the tributes read
out to dead friends and family often possessed great eloquence. People began to question the
principles by which they had lived.Sound pollution diminished in parallel with atmospheric
pollution. Lockdown had a profound effect on how people listened. Empty streets and skies
meant they could savour birdsong and the sound of silence. But the damage to live music was
immediate, and devastating. All concerts were cancelled for the foreseeable future; it would be
years before performers could pick up the threads of their shattered professional lives, if they
ever managed to do so. It became clear that social distancing would make concert life
economically unworkable in its traditional form.Yet the musicians’ own response to the crisis
was, like the actors’ response, remarkable. Overnight, en masse, they migrated online,
professionals and amateurs coming together to play and sing in a communal affirmation of belief
in live performance.Everyone started streaming. Solo instrumentalists offered a daily snatch of
Beethoven or Chopin from their living rooms; duos presented Schubert songs. Cellist Yo-Yo Ma
set up a website called #SongsofComfort from which he sent out melodies on Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook, which were viewed millions of times. Pianist Igor Levit streamed Satie’s
provocative piece Vexations in its twenty-hour entirety, dedicating it to raising awareness of the
plight of freelance artists everywhere. Other musicians – like the seven prodigiously gifted
Kanneh-Mason siblings in Nottingham – began serenading their neighbours in the street.Some
musicians took advantage of this moment to revive their flagging careers: Lady Gaga convened
a galaxy of faded rock stars for an online concert broadcast round the world and entitled ‘One
World: Together at Home’. Variously dubbed ‘the WiFi Woodstock’ and ‘the Living Room Live-
Aid’, the event was one of many designed to persuade philanthropists to open their wallets.But
this was also a grass-roots movement. Ordinary families armed with webcams turned into Von
Trapps, posting their own renditions of showbiz classics. The young British saxophonist Jess
Gillam set up a ‘virtual scratch orchestra’ to which all-comers were welcome, regardless of their
level of competence. Each player downloaded a part, filmed themselves playing it in time to a
click-track, then uploaded the results back to Gillam, who did a mix with her producer prior to
playing the piece live on Instagram. As Gillam explained, her original dream had been to have
hundreds of people playing simultaneously, connected by the internet, ‘but the technology just
can’t cope. The lag is too great, even for a small group to play together.’ Professional orchestras
adopted the click-track strategy for virtual performances of major works.The most exciting
aspect of this new communal creativity lay in the choral sphere, as if in acknowledgement that
choral singing is exceptionally beneficial for physical and psychological health. The Times critic
Richard Morrison, who runs a north London church choir, decided to record one final sing – with
the choir observing a two-metre social-distancing rule – on the eve of the lockdown taking effect.



‘We decided we would use the most high-tech equipment available to us – someone holding up
a mobile phone – to film something that we could send to members of our congregation as a
kind of musical “stay well till we meet again” greeting,’ he wrote. They recorded Phineas
Fletcher’s seventeenth-century hymn ‘Drop, drop slow tears’ in Orlando Gibbons’s exquisite
setting. As the video was of decent quality, Morrison put it on Twitter, and the response from
other choirs was heartfelt, with the Munich Bach Choir emailing them to say ‘we listen to you with
tears streaming down our faces’.Those were early days, and choirs on every continent followed
suit in what came to seem like a global equivalent of the Prisoners’ Chorus in Fidelio. One of the
most unexpected projects came in Holy Week from a community of Benedictine nuns in the
south of France who posted seven thousand hours of their chant. In a neatly symbolic gesture,
the a cappella group Stile Antico celebrated the first forty days of the British lockdown with a
virtual rendition, from their living rooms, of Thomas Tallis’s forty-part motet Spem in alium.
Meanwhile the television choirmaster Gareth Malone launched his Great British Home Chorus.
His original inspiration was the Italians singing on their balconies, but his intention was to give
homebound people everywhere a cheerful weekly focus. His singers downloaded sheet music
and rehearsed via YouTube; 300,000 people tuned in for the first online session, learning to sing
‘You are my sunshine’. Malone’s next project – a very moving one – was to co-write and co-
perform songs with front-line health workers, some of whom had themselves been stricken by
the virus.The quirkiest British response came from the song collector and folk singer Sam Lee,
who led his audiences into the woods for ‘nightingale concerts’ where he mingled folk song with
birdsong. He saw unexpected virtues in a suddenly stilled world. ‘Necessity,’ he said, ‘has made
Mother Nature the mother of invention.’But reactions to the pandemic could also be thought-
provoking. In a medically shocking demonstration of faith in the power of traditional music,
Easter worshippers at the cathedral in Tbilisi were seen queuing up to kiss an icon, then sharing
the Host from the same unwiped spoon, and claiming with shining eyes that they would be
protected from all infection by their ancient hymns.At the height of the pandemic in London, with
the death toll rising alarmingly, shoppers queuing outside my local supermarket were serenaded
one Sunday morning by a man obsessively singing ‘Many more are gonna suffer, many more
must die’. If his revivalist zeal was striking, so was the fact that his home-made chant had a
pleasing musical form. Was this evidence – admittedly very primitive – of that self-renewing
quality which people had feared folk music was losing? More sophisticated evidence came with
the new-minted pandemic lyrics which showbiz professionals applied to traditional melodies.But
what also came over loud and clear was the proprietary affection in which those melodies were
held. As an aged folk singer declared, before delivering a Cornish miners’ song on Radio 3’s
morning news programme, ‘We must keep the old songs alive.’ Britons seemed to be doing that,
particularly with their rediscovered passion for carols at Christmas and with their eager
participation in the sea-shanty craze on Tiktok.As we go to press in March 2021, the economic
and political portents for the world as a whole are profoundly disquieting; the quality of life as we
knew it before Covid-19 will never be recovered. But there are bright spots in this global tragedy,



with its myriad attendant smaller tragedies. The campaigns to combat economic inequality and
to modify climate change have in some places been galvanised. Localism and ‘small is beautiful’
have become governing principles in the way societies organise themselves; it’s a fair bet that
the new spirit of community will in many places endure.Moreover, it looks as though the
pandemic will provoke changes in live music which will be more fundamental – and more healthy
– than any we have seen so far. As the novelty of streaming wore off, people began to realise
how deeply they craved the immediacy of live events with an audience, and to hell with acoustic
‘perfection’. One of the most exhilarating London events in the summer of 2020 took place in a
multi-storey car park in downtown Peckham: it may have been open to the winds, and to the
noise of trains and traffic, but in other respects the acoustic was generally felt to be
invigorating.Just as significant was the realisation that the old business models for live
performance – particularly those for opera and orchestral tours – would never again be viable. It
became clear that, rather than striving to re-establish a pre-pandemic economic ‘normality’, a
more local and more nimble approach was needed, in which new audiences could be reached,
and traditional ones engaged minus the old aura of exclusivity.One other heartening result of the
pandemic may be that folk music gets a new lease of life – always assuming that fears of
spreading the virus through choral singing can be convincingly allayed. We hope this book will
serve as a reminder of the healing continuity which folk music has always represented,
particularly for societies under stress.SourcesBardic performances salvaged from a partial
repeat of Michael Church’s abortive recording session in Almaty can be heard on Songs from
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TOOK wing in eighteenth-century Europe under three impulses: political, colonial, and
economic. ‘Through music our race was humanised; through music it will attain greater
humanity,’ wrote the Prussian philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803). When he
coined the term Volkslied – ‘folk song’ – it was to exemplify the soul of a people; folk song would
be the quintessential expression of Romantic nationalism, and its character would reflect the
character of a nation. The concept didn’t operate in terms of rich or poor, educated versus
peasantry; it embraced everyone. Herder argued that it was a patriotic duty to collect Volkslieder
as devotedly as he himself did, before they disappeared.The second impulse behind the new
vogue was colonial curiosity: what did the music of the subjugated peoples – and the hoped-for
Christian converts – actually sound like? The Swiss theologian Jean de Léry (1534–1611) wrote
about the music of Brazil, using musical notation and describing antiphonal singing between
men and women; Captain James Cook (1728–1779) described the music and dance of Pacific
islanders. Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Dictionnaire de musique (1768) was the first book to deal
with the ‘diverse musical accents’ of other lands, giving samples of Swiss, Iranian, Chinese, and
Canadian Amerindian music. The most graphic colonial account came from the Scottish
explorer Mungo Park (1771–1806) on his journey along the Niger River. Repeatedly attacked by
tribesmen, and several times imprisoned by their suspicious rulers, he was at one point taken in,
fed, and lodged with great generosity by the women of a Malian village, who allowed him to
watch as they spun cotton and sang through the night. ‘They lightened their labour by songs,’ he
wrote,one of which was composed extempore; for I myself was the subject of it. It was sung by
one of the young women, the rest joining in a sort of chorus. The air was sweet and plaintive, and
the words, literally translated, were these: ‘The winds roared, and the rains fell. The poor white
man, faint and weary, came and sat under our tree. He has no mother to bring him milk; no wife
to grind his corn’ – Chorus: ‘Let us pity the white man, no mother has he’ etc etc. Trifling as this
recital may appear to the reader, to a person in my situation, the circumstances were affecting in
the highest degree. I was oppressed by such unexpected kindness; and sleep fled from my
eyes.What’s striking about Mungo Park’s notes on public performance in Mali is the continuity
they reveal between music then and music now. He lists the instruments, including the kora harp,
the balafon wooden xylophone, the flutes, bells, shells, gourds, and several types of drum. And
he gives a detailed account of the role of the jali – professional praise-singer and local historian –



and of the Muslim chanters who travel about the country ‘singing devout hymns, and performing
religious ceremonies, to conciliate the favour of the Almighty, either in averting calamity, or
ensuring success in any enterprise’. These itinerant bards ‘are much employed and respected
by the people, and very liberal contributions are made for them’. Extraordinary: he might have
been describing musical life in Malian villages today.Meanwhile the third impulse underlying the
song-collecting movement was the desire to make a profit, as with the trade in songbooks and
broadside ballads in seventeenth-century London.Now read on …BibliographyPark, Mungo,
Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa (London: John Murray, 1816)1From broadsides to Child
balladsSongs of the British peopleTo ‘BALLAD’ SOMEONE in seventeenth-century London
meant to libel them in a song: ballad-singers were often on the wrong side of the law. Singers in
the employ of the rich, or serving their municipalities as ‘waits’, were well-paid and legally
protected. But in 1597 ‘wandering minstrels’ with no licence to perform were officially
condemned to be whipped till they bled, ‘burnt through the gristle of the right ear with a hot iron’,
and sent to a house of correction.Yet the country was awash with printed songs. They were
pasted up on walls in city streets and taverns, and were sold in every market and at every fair;
trade was particularly brisk at public executions. These were the penny-dreadfuls of the
day.Printed in bold ‘blackletter’ type on one side of a folio, these song sheets were known as
broadsides, and the diarist Samuel Pepys was an avid collector of them. So were those who saw
in them a commercial opportunity; songbooks became a profitable business. Most were filled
with popular tunes by contemporary composers, with John Playford’s English Dancing Master
going through eighteen editions. As the leading authority on British folk music Steve Roud
observes, it’s worth remembering that in seventeenth-century London, musical literacy among
the poor was high: Mr Pepys’s servant boy and all Mrs Pepys’s maids were sight-readers and
instrumentalists.The first songbook with antiquarian ambitions was published by Thomas Percy
in 1765 as the three-volume Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, but its genesis was accidental.
Percy was a cleric who eventually became a bishop, but he was also a well-connected poet and
man of letters. While visiting a friend he noticed a sheaf of papers ‘lying dirty on the floor, under
a bureau in the parlour’, which maids were using as firelighters. This turned out to be a
miscellany of old songs and poems, albeit damaged and incomplete. He took it home and
knocked it into shape. Two similar collections had recently been published without exciting
interest, but friends including Samuel Johnson encouraged Percy to publish his. The poet
William Shenstone, another of those friends, urged him to include additional songs culled from
libraries, but to rewrite anything he deemed inelegant; ‘mere historical merit’, said Shenstone,
was ‘not a sufficient recommendation for inclusion’. The published results were enthusiastically
greeted by Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott, and Burns, but others regarded them as fraudulent.
Percy’s nemesis arrived in the form of a choleric republican named Joseph Ritson, who
excoriated the paternalistic tamperings of (now bishop) Percy to a point where, publicly
humiliated, he was forced to quit the song-collecting game.3 A seventeenth-century broadside
ballad portraying the Master Constable as a self-important busybody.Yet it was Percy’s example



which induced Ritson to collect and publish anthologies of his own, starting with A Select
Collection of English Songs in 1783; this was followed by collections of songs from the north-
east and Scotland, which themselves drew on collections made by an Edinburgh clerk named
David Herd. Yet Herd’s The Ancient and Modern Scots Songs, Heroic Ballads, Etc, published in
1769, had taken texts from Percy: so circular was this chain of borrowings. But by also taking
words from the mouths of working people, Herd had broken new ground. He was the first British
collector to do this.As time went on, Ritson’s attitudes became increasingly extreme. In Walter
Scott’s sardonic view, ‘whenever presented with two copies of a traditional song or ballad,
Ritson perversely chose the worse as the most genuine.’ But as the song-collecting craze
migrated north of the border – Scottish crofters and farm hands were busy readers – Ritson too
was attracted by the pastoral simplicity of Scots song. This he found infinitely preferable to what
he called the ‘more of art than of nature’ character of its English equivalent. The difference, he
said, was like comparing a ‘beautiful peasant, in her homespun russet’ with the ‘fine town lady,
patched, powdered, and dressed out, for the ball or opera, in all the frippery of fashion’.And it
was Ritson’s work which fired Robert Burns’s enthusiasm for song collecting, inducing him to
launch a project entitled The Scots Musical Museum designed to register ‘every Scotch air
worth singing’. But Burns too has had his detractors: the Marxist ballad-historian Dave Harker
has stigmatised him for his attempt to please bourgeois taste, and for feeling obliged to
apologise for the ‘inelegant and vulgar’ dance tunes he included. And he bowdlerised ‘indelicate’
texts like everyone else.By the end of the eighteenth century Walter Scott and his circle were
making all the running. As a romantic Tory with reactionary political views, Scott had a
predilection for lost causes such as those of Queen Mary and the Jacobites, and, as Harker puts
it, paid more attention to ‘the Fairies of Scotland’ than to peasants and the common people. But
Scott prospered mightily: his Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802) – plus subsequent
collections – sold like hot cakes.Meanwhile one of his acolytes, a ferociously Tory Glaswegian
law-officer named Robert Motherwell, published Minstrelsy Ancient and Modern, but Motherwell
did at least believe in the faithful transmission of texts by ‘the unlettered and the rude’, and in the
importance of collecting songs ‘from the lips of “the spinsters and knitters in the sun”’. The role
of an editor, he said, was to fillet out what was genuinely ‘ancient’ from later accretions. But his
motive was less social inquiry than a passionate conservatism. As he wrote in his introduction,
workers had ‘departed from the stern simplicity of their fathers’, and had ‘learned with the paltry
philosophers, political quacks, and illuminated dreamers on Economick and Moral science, to
laugh at the prejudices, beliefs, and superstitions of elder times’. Song collecting was now going
on in many parts of England, with Davies Gilbert and William Sandys scouring the West Country,
and John Bell in Newcastle meticulously classifying his findings, at one point collecting a ‘last
dying speech’ – a popular genre – printed on a page made from the skin of an executed
murderer.* * *The most unexpected English collector of the early nineteenth century was the
volatile John Clare, like Robert Burns a ‘ploughman poet’, and also by turns a cobbler, clerk, and
soldier. His father was a ‘thresher and local wrestler’ who could sing entertainingly all night in the



tavern, and Clare himself sang and played the fiddle. Following Ritson’s example, he published
every Northamptonshire tune he managed to hoover up in A Collection of Songs Airs and
Dances for the Violin (1818). These included ballads like ‘Black-eyed Susan’, mysterious
counting-songs like ‘Green grow the rushes O’, and nursery rhymes like ‘Oh dear, what can the
matter be?’.Clare was particularly intrigued by the music of the Gypsy fencers and hedge-setters
he worked and drank with, as his journal attests: ‘Finished planting my ariculas – went a
botanising after ferns and orchises [sic] and caught a cold in the wet grass. Got the tune of
“Highland Mary” from Wisdom Smith a gypsey and pricked another sweet tune without name as
he fiddled it’ (‘pricked’ being his term for notating). But he was congenitally averse to classifying
his songs, thus making it impossible to tell where his found material ended and his poetic
recreations began. ‘New song inspired by old’ was a typical title; scholars have given up on such
conundrums as ‘Song taken from my mother’s and father’s recitation & completed by an old
shepherd’.Clare’s poetry could reveal a world of beauty in a snowdrop, and his love for the oral
tradition was coupled with an obsession with its fragility. ‘I commenced some time ago with the
intention of making a collection of old Ballads,’ he wrote in a draft preface, and with a headlong
lack of punctuation.But when I had sought after them in places where I expected [to] find them,
viz the hay field and the shepherds hut on the pasture – I found that nearly all those old and
beautiful recollections had vanished as so many old fashions and those who knew fragments
seemed ashamed to acknowledge it as old people who sing old songs only sung to be laughed
at – and those who were proud of their knowledge of such things knew nothing but the
senseless balderdash that is brawled over and sung to County Feasts Statutes and Fairs where
the most senseless jargon passes for the greatest excellence and rudest indecency for the finest
wit.4 A portrait of the poet John Clare by William Hilton in 1820.British song collecting was
meanwhile being revolutionised from America. In 1860 the first part of an eight-volume study of
British ballads was published. Its author, Francis James Child, was a remarkable polymath
whose research on Chaucer and Spenser still informs scholarship today, and who as professor
of English at Harvard set about compiling what he intended to be the definitive collection of
British vernacular ballads. He drew on published sources, starting with Percy’s Reliques and
Motherwell’s Minstrelsy, and moving on to printed broadsides. Working under the guidance of
the Danish folklorist Svend Grundtvig, he expanded what was eventually published in full as The
English and Scottish Popular Ballads. Impeded by a psychological block, he couldn’t bring
himself to write his promised introduction to this magnum opus, but for decades it was holy writ,
and to a considerable extent remains so today; each of the 305 ‘Child Ballads’ is still known by
the number he gave it.Some of them go back to medieval times. The manuscript of ‘Judas’ dates
from the thirteenth century, and a version of ‘A Gest of Robyn Hode’ was printed in the late
fifteenth century, but the origins of most can’t be traced further back than 1600. Despite Child’s
respect for evidence, however, debate still continues over the validity of his work. One limitation
lay in the fact that his primary interest was in words rather than tunes. As the American collector
Phillips Barry pointed out: ‘The fieldworker knows that the ballad is a living organism, tune and



text together, the spirit and the body. When the spirit is gone, what is left is a dead thing.’ Child
also came under fire for unquestioningly following the Romantic notion of spontaneous creation
by ‘the people’ rather than by individuals; he has been attacked for academic arrogance, and his
theory about the ballads’ origins was indeed provocative.‘The popular ballad is not originally the
product or the property of the lower orders of the people,’ he wrote. ‘Nothing, in fact, is more
obvious than that many of the ballads of the now most refined nations had their origin in that
class whose acts and fortunes they depict – the upper class.’ The lower orders, he believed – on
the basis of a sketchy knowledge of medieval culture – would simply not have been capable of
such refinement, and he likened their song to ‘veritable dunghills in which, only after a great deal
of sickening grubbing, one finds a very moderate jewel’.Due recognition for the songs of those
lower orders would have to await the arrival of Cecil Sharp and his friends. And recognition for
the songs of their urban descendants would only come with the British folk-song revival of the
1960s.SourcesLeslie Shepard’s The Broadside Ballad is richly informative; Dave Harker’s
erudition in balladry makes Fakesong required reading, but his unrelenting Marxist bias
demands the counterbalancing perspective of Steve Roud’s massive and judiciously even-
handed history, Folk Song in England, on which this chapter draws. Jonathan Bate’s biography
of John Clare sets the ploughman-poet’s song collecting in its wider context.BibliographyBate,
Jonathan, John Clare: A Biography (London: Picador, 2003)Harker, Dave, Fakesong: The
Manufacture of British ‘Folksong’, 1700 to the Present Day (Milton Keynes: Open University
Press, 1985)Roud, Steve, Folk Song in England (London: Faber, 2017)Shepard, Leslie, The
Broadside Ballad: A Study in Origins and Meaning (Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1973)5 An
illustration of chime-players from Amiot’s Mémoire sur la musique des Chinois, tant anciens que
modernes.2Orientalists from FranceJesuit priests in Beijing, Salvador-Daniel in
AlgiersEUROPEAN MUSICAL EXPLORERS had China in their sights three centuries before the
era of recording; prominent among them were Jesuit priests. And the influence of their
discoveries could be far-reaching: by introducing the sheng mouth organ to Europe in 1777,
Father Joseph Amiot paved the way for the invention of the harmonica and the accordion.
Chinese musicologists, who beat their European counterparts in the race to solve the
mathematics of equal temperament, were in many ways ahead.The Jesuit project was to win
souls for Christ, but in China they realised they would only achieve that by going native. One of
the first of these explorer-missionaries was an Italian named Matteo Ricci (1552–1610), who
wore the traditional silk robes of the Confucian literati and was one of the first Western scholars
to speak and write Mandarin; his intellectual feats included translating Euclid into Chinese, and
mapping the world in Chinese characters. It was this cultural immersion that earned him the
honour of being, in 1601, the first European allowed to enter the Forbidden City of Beijing. The
clavichord with which he charmed the reclusive emperor Wan Li was his hook to engage the
monarch’s interest in both Western music and the religion of which that music was the
expression.Ricci was an omnivorous diarist, and although he didn’t make a formal study of
Chinese music he did observe it, even if his reaction was lordly disdain. While living in Nanjing



he witnessed a rehearsal for a Confucian ceremony in which priests played ‘elegant’ music, as
opposed to its raucous ‘banquet’ counterpart. ‘The priests who composed the orchestra were
vested in sumptuous garments,’ he noted,as if they were to attend a sacrifice, and after paying
their respects to the Magistrate they set to playing their various instruments; bronze bells, basin-
shaped vessels, some made of stone, with skins over them like drums, stringed instruments like
a lute, bone flutes and organs played by blowing into them with the mouth rather than with
bellows. They had other instruments shaped like animals, holding reeds in their teeth, through
which air was forced from the empty interior. At this rehearsal their curious affairs were all
sounded at once, with a result that can be readily imagined, as it was nothing other than a lack
of concord, a discord of discords.Ricci concluded that even the Chinese themselves didn’t like
this stuff: ‘One of their sages said on a certain occasion that the art of music known to their
ancestors had evaporated with the centuries, and left only the instruments.’Intermittent bouts of
xenophobia, and friction between Beijing and Rome, meant the expatriate missionaries could
never feel secure, but respite came with the accession in 1668 of the intellectually curious
Emperor Kangxi, who employed Jesuit priests as his astronomers, mathematicians, engineers,
artists, doctors, and makers of the mechanical toys which were the top status-symbol of
privilege. As he was also fascinated by European music – filling his palace with the harpsichords
which foreign visitors had brought – he kept his court musician and duet-partner Father
Teodorico Pedrini (1671–1746) close by him. He reportedly excused Pedrini’s lack of Chinese by
saying that ‘harpsichords are tuned with the hands, not with the tongue’, and he commissioned
him to complete a major encyclopaedia of music theory entitled the Luluzhenyi, or A True
Doctrine of Music (1713). Dealing first with Chinese theory, then with European, this book
represented a summation of all the musical knowledge in Beijing at the time.Meanwhile, back in
Paris, the Jesuit historian Jean-Baptiste Du Halde was collating missionary reports on every
aspect of Chinese life; in 1735 he published his findings in Description géographique, historique,
chronologique, politique et physique de l’empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise. But when
it touched on indigenous music, the consensus among his informants was damning. ‘They like to
think they invented music,’ Du Halde wrote scathingly of the Chinese, ‘but if so, it must have
degenerated, because it’s so imperfect that it scarcely merits the word, so far as we can judge
from some of their melodies which I have notated to give some idea of them.’ The banality of the
examples he prints leads him to devote most of his allotted space to the Chinese admiration for
Western melody, and for the miracle of Western notation.Forty years later, however, another
French Jesuit priest published an account of Chinese musical theory and practice which was so
magisterially accurate that it’s still consulted by scholars today. Mémoire sur la musique des
Chinois, tant anciens que modernes, by Jean-Joseph-Marie Amiot (1718–1793), was the fruit of
decades of close observation, and formed part of a multi-authored series of Mémoires on
Chinese civilisation published in Paris between 1776 and 1789. As a gifted flautist and
harpsichordist, Amiot had been invited by Emperor Qianlong (1711–1799) to join his staff of
music teachers. This emperor, like his grandfather Kangxi, loved both European and Chinese



music, and with typical thoroughness commissioned a 120-volume supplement to the
Luluzhenyi which covered the music of the Qing dynasty. By this time, as Lam Ching Wah has
noted in Chime magazine, the musics of East and West were peacefully co-existing in the
Chinese capital. The Mass in celebration of the arrival of new missionaries was sung to the
sound of Chinese instruments, and the mechanical clock in the Beijing church played both
Chinese and Western melodies.6 Jean-Joseph-Marie Amiot, c. 1790.Amiot was a prolific and
versatile scholar, and his works ranged from a Manchu dictionary to a French translation of Sun
Tzu’s sixth-century BCE treatise The Art of War. But unlike Ricci, he had an empathy with
Chinese music which steadily deepened in the course of his forty-year sojourn in Beijing. And in
a monograph entitled De la musique moderne des Chinois he laid out with winning charm what
he saw as the contrast between Eastern and Western music. A European composer, he writes,
applies himself first of all to the fundamental bass, ‘from which he draws all the chords for the
other parts’. But in China ‘there is neither bass, nor tenor, nor treble, everything is unison, but
that unison is varied according to the nature and capacity of each instrument. The composer’s
skill, the beauty of a piece, and the whole art of music, lies in that variation.’Trying to induce
Chinese listeners to take pleasure in European music would be pointless, he continues:As
disciples of what is natural, they would consider they were moving away from the rules of nature,
if, in order to pleasantly titillate the ear, they presented it with a multiplicity of sounds that it finds
wearisome. ‘Why play several different things at the same time?’ they ask. ‘Why play them so
fast? Is it to show off the lightness of your mood, and the nimbleness of your fingers?’If that is
your aim, he writes, ‘we will readily admit that you surpass us. But if it is simply as recreation for
yourselves and to please us, we think you are taking the wrong course.’ His next sentence has
an oddly prophetic ring for the Darmstadt generation: ‘Your concerts, especially if they are rather
long, are violent exercises for those who perform them, and small tortures for those who listen.
After all, it is inevitable that European ears are built differently from ours.’ Then comes the coup
de grâce: ‘You like things that are complicated; we are fond of things that are simple. In your
music, you often run until you are out of breath; in ours, we always walk at a serious and
measured pace. Nothing tells one more about the genius of a nation than the music it
appreciates.’This was Amiot in broad-brush descriptive mode. But Amiot the scholar was the
soul of analytical rigour. Mémoire sur la musique des Chinois, tant anciens que modernes is a
gracefully readable tract in which, after apologising for its profusion of technical Chinese terms,
and after noting that Chinese listeners were left cold by his performance on the harpsichord of
Rameau’s suites Les sauvages and Les Cyclopes, he gently leads the Western reader through
China’s fastidiously organised sound-system.But first he castigates those savants – including
France’s leading music-theorist Rameau – who have missed the point of his previous study of
Chinese music. They have failed, he says, to see that the division of the octave into twelve
semitones was a Chinese invention, and they have not understood that the musical discoveries
by the Egyptians and Greeks – including those by Pythagoras himself – were predated by those
made in China (though, as Lam Ching Wah points out, modern research suggests that the



mathematical achievements of the Babylonians are probably the common source for acoustical
theories developed in both Europe and China). To make his points crystal clear, Amiot tells his
readers that he has sent back to Paris four instruments on which they can test his theories: a
seven-string qin zither, a qing chime-stone, a sheng mouth organ, and a bamboo pipe
embodying China’s imperial pitch-standard.Then he gets down to business, citing sixty-nine
specialist Chinese sources as well as major histories, and beginning with China’s categorisation
of eight types of instrument according to the materials from which they are made: animal skin,
stone, metal, clay, silk, wood, bamboo and gourd. He then looks at the mystical connection
between this classification and the cabalistic songs known as the eight trigrams; the three lines
in each of those represent the three principal kingdoms of nature – animal, vegetable, and
mineral. Each instrumental category is then broken down into sub-categories – for example,
types of drum, with a short history of each. His discussion of the stone category leads him to
describe the discovery, in 32 BCE, of an ancient qing consisting of sixteen stone slabs which
were found at the bottom of a pond, and also of the discovery of a set of sixteen jade slabs
presented to the Emperor in 247 CE, and still perfectly in tune.He then turns to the twelve
fundamental semitone pitches known to the Chinese as lü, which are divided into two groups of
six according to the principles of yang and yin (here he invites the common reader to skip, if the
going gets tough). He lists the name and related symbolism of every note: thus the first of the
yanglü, huangzhong, stands for the eleventh moon, the time of the winter solstice, and the
beginning of the astronomical year, while the second, taicou, symbolises the first moon, and the
beginning of the official year, a time when nature’s growth begins; and so on. All these terms are
equated with the ‘twelve terrestrial branches’ which, with the ‘ten celestial stems’, make China’s
traditional cycle of sixty years. Later sections of the book are devoted to scales, tunings, and to
the question of whether the Chinese had counterpoint; Amiot rounds out his account with
diagrams, charts, and drawings.Such a book, backed by the digital tools now available to
researchers, would have been an impressive achievement even today; that it should have been
written in the mid-eighteenth century, by a French priest who had to begin by teaching himself
Chinese from scratch, is extraordinary. Yet while Du Halde’s breezy survey was translated into
several languages, Amiot’s monumental study of Chinese ceremonial music only had currency
among a tiny community of Orientalist scholars; as European interest in China switched to trade,
Amiot’s work receded into the shadows.* * *But orientalism lived vigorously on among French
artists and intellectuals: in the nineteenth century its focus shifted to the Middle East under the
influence of the proto-Communist Comte de Saint-Simon. Among the count’s disciples was the
composer Félicien David, whose campaign to promote musical Orientalism attracted other
musicians to the cause. And one of those musicians, Francisco Salvador-Daniel (1831–1871),
was to carve out a niche as France’s first musical Arabist, though he became better known
thanks to his heroic and tragic demise.He was taught to play the piano and violin by his organist
father, and by his bandmaster uncle to play wind instruments. He studied at the Paris
Conservatoire, failed to make a career as a composer, worked as a dance-music arranger, and



got a job as an orchestral violinist.When the Saint-Simonians were banned in France, Félicien
David went to Egypt to study that country’s music. Salvador was inspired to go further, setting up
in 1853 as a violin teacher in Algiers. There he also became director of a choral society, and
professor of music at the Ecole Arabe. But his real purpose was research into the indigenous
music. He scoured Algeria and made collecting trips to Tunisia, Egypt, Morocco, Malta, and
Moorish Spain; he left Algiers with four hundred Arab songs in his bag. Moving to Madrid, he
became a musical polemicist under the pen-name Sidi-Mahabul and gave salon concerts.
Moving to Lisbon, he published an essay on Middle Eastern instruments followed by his
magnum opus, La musique Arabe, ses rapports avec la musique Grecque et le chant Grégorien,
in which he sought to overturn prevailing anti-Arab prejudice.Returning to Paris, he began to
introduce the music he’d collected to a European public. He published a Messe Africaine for
piano, and works for orchestra and male-voice choir based on melodies he’d collected. As his
biographer Henry George Farmer wrote, ‘Salvador stands in relation to the Arabs as Grieg does
to the Norwegians, or Borodin and Musorgsky to the Russians.’ Salvador began composing an
Arabic opera in which Berlioz encouraged him; he set up as a teacher, conductor, and evangelist
for the music of the Middle East. Unwinding with friends, he liked to play desert music on the
instruments he’d brought back from Algeria, getting people to accompany him on an ancient
harpsichord.He was a flamboyant figure, and it was inevitable that he should get caught up in the
practical socialism blowing through Paris in the 1860s: as a champion of la musique sociale, he
marched in step with his friend the painter Gustave Courbet in dedicating his work to social
change; he gave concerts for the poor, and wrote for revolutionary journals. This radicalism
alienated him from the musical establishment, and he was forced to resume work as an
orchestral violinist. During the German siege of Paris in 1870 he was wounded in the October
Rising, and when the proto-Marxist Commune was established in 1871 he figured prominently,
first in demonstrations and then in street battles.The Paris Conservatoire had been turned into a
hospital during the siege, and when the Commune reopened it, Salvador was the natural choice
for its vacant post of director. His first act was to summon the staff and beg them to swear loyalty
to the revolution, and to a democratic system of teaching; only a handful agreed, but he
continued undaunted. He also continued to fight in what was now a civil war. The end came for
him when the inhabitants of a Parisian district opposed to the Commune denounced him – and
the group of fighters he was leading – to some soldiers of the regular army. Defiantly puffing on
his pipe, and straightening his flowing silk cravat, he indicated the spot at which his executioners
should aim, and died on his own barricade.La musique Arabe was published in 1863, and
became a standard work. Farmer’s translation – retitled The Music and Musical Instruments of
the Arab, with an Introduction on how to appreciate Arab music – was the first book on the
subject in English, and its tone was welcoming to novices: Salvador was aware of the prejudices
he had to confront. For example, the eighteenth-century British traveller Lancelot Addison found
that the Moors had ‘very harsh and sawing voices’. Guillaume-André Villoteau, who studied Arab
music while serving in Bonaparte’s Egyptian campaign, found it ‘revolting to the ear’, while the



Canadian traveller Thomas MacGill thought the music in Tunisia ‘barbarous … the braying of an
ass is sweeter than their softest note, whether vocal or instrumental.’‘Like everyone else,’
Salvador began,I at first recognised in [Arab music] only a frightful medley, devoid of melody or
measure. However, when I had become habituated to it … a day came when I could distinguish
something resembling a tune. I tried to set it down but without success, the tonality and the
measure always evading me. I could distinguish many series of tones and semitones but it was
impossible to assign them to a starting note or tonic.Moreover, he couldn’t relate the rhythms to
the tunes, though he could see that those rhythms underpinned dance. ‘There was an interesting
problem in this difference of sensations, and I tried to fathom it.’ He got to know Arab musicians,
questioning and imitating them until he could pass as an Arab musician himself. Finally he was
able to declare triumphantly, ‘I now revel in Arab music.’His analytical findings include one which
is surprising. ‘I have never been able to discover in Arab music those third and quarter tones
which others claim to find,’ he wrote. This flew in the face of the abundant historical evidence, as
found in the treatises of medieval theorists like al-Farabi and Safi al-Din al-Urmawi, who posited
a scale of seventeen tones per octave. It’s unlikely that that microtonal sound-world would have
entirely disappeared by the time Salvador was doing his research. Was his ear at fault, or did he
just register what he wanted to hear? In other respects, however, his conclusions chimed
perfectly with the Arab music we know today.He noted the structure of the North African nuba
suite, which begins with an instrumental prelude. He recognised the tetrachordal basis on which
Arab melodies were built, and he relished the Arab use of heterophony, several voices
embroidering on a melody, each in their own way. Above all he loved Arab improvisation, a
procedure he saw as ‘reigning as supreme and absolute mistress over all singers and players
from Tangier to Alexandria’. This, he believed, was cognate with a tradition from the eighth-
century European monasteries: ‘These trills, accents, and abbreviations which adorned the
music of the time of the most pious King Charlemagne were the same among the Arabs, who
have still kept them.’ And he was a super-observant listener: ‘The suppression or addition of a
note, sometimes the mere interposition, suffices to impart a fresh melodic idea, another accent,
and one which prepares in a novel and graceful manner the return to the fundamental
note.’Salvador did admittedly take the fashionable Darwinian view – which Arab musicologists at
the Cairo conference in 1932 endorsed to their own detriment – that Arab music, lacking the
harmony which Guido d’Arezzo’s eleventh-century invention of notation had made possible, was
simply music in a less evolved state. But what set Salvador apart – and what makes his ideas
relevant today – was his awareness that the Arab sound-world possessed a melodic richness
which European music, despite its harmonic complexity, had lost. He contrasted European
music’s two modes, major and minor, with the fourteen Arab modes, each subtly distinguished
from the others by its mood and colouring.But as he observed, medieval European music had
itself once employed twelve modes, before these were narrowed down to two. He believed that
in the music of the Arabs he had discovered a missing link with Europe’s musical past, which
could be used to introduce new dimensions into the European music of the present with



improvisation, and with the expanded palette of modality.Félicien David and his friends, he
wrote, had well-meaningly harnessed Arab melody to the European harmonic system:We, on
the contrary, would like the application of a system of harmony appropriated to the scale of each
mode, without altering the character of the melody. Here lies, in our belief, the source of a new
wealth of harmony, the use of which could be combined with those which we have already. Just
as the minor mode has a special harmony, so ought each of the other modes we have
mentioned.‘This musical archaeology may be of some interest,’ was Salvador’s modest
summing-up. ‘I believe I have traced out a path for others to take up.’ Those taking that path
include many avant-garde Western composers today.SourcesFor a bird’s-eye view of the
Jesuits’ musical activities in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century China, Rhapsody in Red by
Sheila Melvin and Cai Jindong does the job. Du Halde’s survey is perfunctory, but Jean-Joseph-
Marie Amiot’s great study Mémoire sur la musique des Chinois, tant anciens que modernes is
both illuminating and delightfully written. Lam Ching-Wah’s commentary on Amiot in Chime
magazine sets him helpfully in context. Meanwhile the nearest thing to a biography of Francisco
Salvador-Daniel is Henry George Farmer’s memoir included with his translation of Salvador-
Daniel’s key treatise: The Music and Musical Instruments of the Arab, with an Introduction on
how to appreciate Arab music.BibliographyAmiot, Jean-Joseph-Marie, Mémoire sur la musique
des Chinois, tant anciens que modernes (Paris: 1779)Du Halde, J. B., Description
géographique, historique, chronologique, politique et physique de l’empire de la Chine et de la
Tartarie chinoise (Paris: 1735)Lam Ching-Wah, ‘A Highlight of French Jesuit Scholarship in
China: Jean-Joseph-Marie Amiot’s Writings on Chinese Music’, CHIME: Journal of European
Foundation for Chinese Music Research, nos. 16–17 (2005), 127–47Melvin, Sheila and Cai
Jindong, Rhapsody in Red: How Western Classical Music Became Chinese (New York: Algora,
2004)Salvador-Daniel, Francisco, The Music and Musical Instruments of the Arab, with an
Introduction on how to appreciate Arab music, translated by Henry George Farmer (London:
William Reeves, 1914)7 Dimitrie Cantemir, from the first edition of his Latin work Descriptio
Moldaviae (1716).3Going native in ConstantinopleDimitrie Cantemir, the happy
hostageDIMITRIE CANTEMIR WAS an unlikely toiler in the music-exploring vineyard. Born in
1673, he was the son of a minor noble in the principality of Moldavia: that little Balkan state, now
divided among Romania, Moldova, and the Ukraine, was then plagued by marauding Tartars,
rapacious boyars, and by the annual extortion of money and labour by the Ottoman Empire, to
which Moldavia was a vassal state. When Dimitrie was twelve his father was appointed Prince of
Moldavia: the downside to this was that, following tradition, one of the prince’s sons had to live
permanently under guard in Constantinople, as a guarantee that Moldavia would not rebel
against the Ottoman yoke.First Dimitrie’s elder brother was the hostage, then it became sixteen-
year-old Dimitrie’s turn. But he got on so well with his Turkish captors that he was soon able to
exchange his hostage status for that of a diplomatic envoy. Constantinople was at that time the
heart of Islam, and a cultural melting pot; Christians were made welcome and allotted their own
sector of the city, and Dimitrie was allowed to roam wherever he wanted. As he was a polyglot



polymath, that meant the freedom to roam through the city’s libraries, including the one at the
Grand Seraglio which was normally forbidden to non-Muslims, and he studied there for twenty
years. His writings in Latin, Turkish, and French covered subjects ranging from science,
philosophy, and Greek-Orthodox mysticism to cartography, Peter the Great’s Russia, and the
decline of the Ottoman Empire, about which his forecasts were prophetic. He became renowned
across Europe as a political commentator, and his admirers included Gibbon, Burke, Byron, and
Victor Hugo; his claim to be of Tartar descent provoked Voltaire to declare that the multiplicity of
his talents suggested he must have been descended ‘from the race of Pericles, rather than that
of Tamburlaine’. His son recorded his austere daily routine: rising at five, smoking a pipe over a
bowl of coffee, studying till midday and then, after lunch and a siesta, working on until seven in
the evening.But Dimitrie was also a musician, and he fell in love with the sound of the long-
necked tanbur lute, which in his view ‘flawlessly reproduced’ the flow of the human voice when
bowed, and had a particular expressiveness when plucked. The fact that the Ottomans regarded
music as an occupation for the lower orders meant that virtually all the court musicians were of
Greek, Jewish, or Armenian origin, and Dimitrie took tuition in playing the tanbur from two Greek
masters. After a fifteen-year apprenticeship he fledged as a virtuoso, becoming affectionately
known as Kantemiroglu. ‘Nobody in Constantinople could play better than him,’ wrote a
chronicler of the time.And Dimitrie fell in love with Turkish music. ‘It may seem strange to
Europeans,’ he wrote, ‘that I should celebrate the musical taste of a nation reputed to be
barbarous. I even dare to suggest that Turkish music is much more perfect than that of Europe,
and also that it is so hard to understand that you will find scarcely three or four people who really
grasp the principles and delicate qualities of this art.’ By this he meant Turkish classical music,
and he applied himself to study makam, the system on which it was based. As the American
scholar Robert Labaree puts it, the word makam variously denotes a system encompassing
composition and performance, the entire repertoire of Turkish classical music, and also a single
mode which is part scale, part melodic template, and part aesthetic rule-book. There are 120 of
these modes, each with its own character and colouring. Moreover, the art form depends on a
high degree of metrical and tonal complexity: while a whole-step in the West is divided into two
semitones, in Turkish makam it’s divided into nine equal parts, and the tanbur has over forty
adjustable frets. The rules governing the structure of a makam piece are commensurately
complex; the creative possibilities contained within the confines of a single makam are
limitless.By the time Cantemir had arrived in Constantinople, the Ottoman ‘science of music’
was already sophisticated, thanks to the Mediterranean culture which the Turks had inherited
through the Christian Byzantines; this culture had brought them pre-Christian Greek music
theory. This theory could handle the structure of scales and the mathematical tuning of intervals,
but it didn’t include a notation which could indicate rhythm or metre. By using a combination of
Turkish and Arabic symbols, Cantemir created a workable notation, but through his Book of the
Science of Music his contribution to Turkish musical culture went further. Written in Turkish and
dedicated to the Sultan, this was both a theoretical treatise and as complete a collection of



Turkish compositions – 355 in all – as he could find and transcribe; some dated from previous
centuries, others were contemporary, while nine were compositions by Cantemir himself.Turkish
music had long needed an underpinning which would allow it to free itself of Persian influences,
and this book with its newly invented notation – European notation would have been powerless
to render Turkish music’s subtle tonal refinements – perfectly fitted the bill. Cantemir’s aim was a
scientific rigour and the application of logic, that being the thing which in his view distinguished
human song from birdsong, ‘no matter how great [the latter’s] sweetness and beauty’. He even
drew a medical analogy: ‘In the same manner in which dissections are carried out, we have
explained the canon, and decoded its rules.’From that day to this, Turkish makam has always
been a preserve of the cognoscenti, but some of the melodies Cantemir collected became
popular in nineteenth-century Constantinople; one had already surfaced in the ballet music of
Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem Serail. Today, thanks to the Spanish musical explorer Jordi
Savall, Cantemir’s work is enjoying a sudden renaissance.Savall’s musicological researches
have taken him many times round the Mediterranean, and one of those trips took him to the
Turkish metropolis. The CD which he and his Hespèrion XXI ensemble have entitled Istanbul:
Dimitrie Cantemir draws on the Book of the Science of Music to recreate both the instrumental
music of the seventeenth-century Ottoman court, and the bardic music which ordinary Turks
would have enjoyed. Savall’s perennial aim has been to repair – symbolically through music – the
damage done in the sixteenth century to multi-faith harmony in the Mediterranean lands, and for
him the ethnic diversity of old Constantinople is a perfect case in point. The ensemble’s makam
performances are interlarded with traditional Armenian music, and with the music of the
Sephardic communities which had settled in the Ottoman Empire after their expulsion from
Spain. When the instruments play makam together, it’s in unison, since Turkish music, like all the
traditional musics of the Middle East, is basically monophonic. But to listen to the improvised
solo taksim (preludes) on the lira, ney, oud, kanun, santur, tanbur, duduk, and kemence, is to
enter a garden – and here the cliché really fits – of fragrant musical delights.SourcesThe books
by Scarlat Callimachi and Stefan Lemny give the basic facts about Dimitrie Cantemir’s life, but
the liner notes to Savall’s CD Istanbul: Dimitrie Cantemir are more informative.Bibliography and
recordingsCallimachi, Scarlat, Demetrius Cantemir (Bucharest: Meridiane, 1966)Lemny, Stefan,
Les Cantemir: l’aventure européenne d’une famille princière au XVIIIe siècle (Paris: Complexe,
2009)Istanbul: Dimitrie Cantemir 1673–1723, Hespèrion XXI, directed by Jordi Savall, Alia Vox
AVSA9870The birth of ethnomusicologyIT WAS THE Zuni and the Hopi, the Sioux and the
Passamaquoddy, who first prompted field recording in America. In the mid-nineteenth century,
the emergent science of anthropology found its home-grown focus in the indigenous tribes
which had been decimated by disease, robbed of their land, and targeted for obliteration through
everything from forcible ‘civilisation’ to outright genocide. The grisly climax of the undeclared war
which had raged for decades between the USA and its Indian communities was the massacre at
Wounded Knee in 1890 where 150 men, women, and children of the Lakota tribe were
butchered by whites who were fearful of the shamanic – yet essentially pacific – Ghost Dance



movement. Thereafter, with most of the tribes confined to reservations, it was generally assumed
that Darwinian evolution would ensure their culture’s demise.
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